Social and Emotional Learning
Lesson Title: Talk to Your Folks
Grade Level: High School
Project and Purpose
In groups, students analyze portions of an article and demonstrate using frameworks for talking with
parents and adults.

Essential Question
What are some strategies for having meaningful conversations with parents and adults?

Materials
• Copies of six article portions, one portion per group
• Copies of “The Thing Is…” worksheet, one per student

Teacher
1. Explain to the class that they are going to become experts in how to talk to parents. They will work in
groups to read and analyze a portion of an article, each of which has a set of questions and tasks. The
groups will do the following with each article portion:
• Identify 2-3 points from the article that every teen should be aware of. Think of these as the most
important takeaways.
• Prepare a skit or scenario to demonstrate a best practice of each of the 2-3 points. Note that
several portions of the article provide examples of things to say; groups must create original
examples. This might be as short as one line spoken by a character to an invisible adult, or it might
be a minute long skit between a young person and an adult.
• Be prepared to answer any questions from the observers.
2. Break the class into six groups and give each group one of the portions of the article and have them
begin work on completing the tasks.
3. Give the groups time to work on their tasks. At the end of the allotted work time, establish a
presentation area and review expectations for appropriate audience behavior.
4. Distribute the worksheet, “The Thing Is…” to each student and explain that they will watch each
presentation and write what they consider the most important thing each group presents about what
to remember when having a conversation with their parents.

Conclusion
Ask students to share their comments they wrote on “The Thing Is…” worksheet with a trusted partner. If
possible, have them share with the full group. Teacher should determine whether or not to collect the
worksheets.
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Group 1 Article: Talking to Your Parents — Or Other Adults
By: D’Arcy Lyness, Ph.D., KidsHealth, February 2015
You probably talk to friends way more than you talk to your parents. That’s natural. Even if you
and your parents have a great relationship, you want to find your own path and make your own
choices.
Still, most of us want a parent’s help, advice, and support at times. But talking to the adults in your
life can seem difficult or intimidating — especially when it comes to certain subjects. Here are
some tips to make it easier.

Talk About Everyday Stuff — and Do It Every Day
The more you do something, the easier it gets. Talking to the adults in your life about everyday
stuff builds a bond that can smooth the way for when you need to discuss something more
serious.
Find something trivial to chat about each day. Talk about how your team did at the track meet.
Share something one of your teachers said. Even small talk about what’s for dinner can keep your
relationship strong and comfortable.
It’s never too late to start. If you feel your relationship with your parents is strained, try easing
into conversations. Mention that cute thing the dog did. Talk about how well your little sister is
doing in math. Chatting with parents every day not only keeps an existing relationship strong, it
also can help a frayed relationship get stronger.
When parents feel connected to your daily life, they can be there for you if something really
important comes up.

Notes
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Group 2 Article: Talking to Your Parents — Or Other Adults
By: D’Arcy Lyness, Ph.D., KidsHealth, February 2015
Raising Difficult Topics
Maybe you need to break bad news to a parent, like getting a speeding ticket or failing an exam.
Perhaps you’re feeling scared or stressed about something. Or maybe you just really, really want
to tell your parents about your new boyfriend or girlfriend, but you don’t know how they’ll react,
how it will feel to tell them, or how to find the words.

Know What You Want From the Conversation
It takes maturity to figure out what you want to get out of a conversation. (Most adults aren’t so
good at this!)
What you hope to achieve can vary. Most often you’ll probably want the adults in your life to do
one or more of these things:
• simply listen and understand what you’re going through without offering advice or
commentary
• give permission or support for something
• offer you advice or help
• guide you back on track if you’re in trouble — in a way that’s fair and without harsh criticism or
put-downs
Why think about this before you begin talking? So you can say why you want to talk in a way
that communicates what you need. For example:
• “Mom, I need to tell you about a problem I’m having, but I need you to just listen, OK? Don’t
give me advice — I just want you to know what’s bothering me.”
• “Dad, I need to get your permission to go on a class trip next week. Can I tell you about it?”
• “Grandad, I need your advice about something. Can we talk?”

Notes
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Group 3 Article: Talking to Your Parents — Or Other Adults
By: D’Arcy Lyness, Ph.D., KidsHealth, February 2015
Identify Your Feelings
Things like personal feelings or sex are awkward to discuss with anyone, let alone a parent. It’s
natural to be nervous when talking about sensitive topics.
Recognize how you’re feeling — for example, maybe you’re worried that telling parents about a
problem will make them disappointed or upset. But instead of letting those feelings stop you
from talking, put them into words as part of the conversation. For example:
• “Mom, I need to talk to you — but I’m afraid I’ll disappoint you.”
• “Dad, I need to talk to you about something — but it’s kind of embarrassing.”
What if you think a parent may be unsupportive, harsh, or critical? It can help to defuse
things by beginning with a statement like, “Mom, I have something to tell you. I’m not proud of
what I’ve done, and you might be mad. But I know I need to tell you. Can you hear me out?”

Notes
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Group 4 Article: Talking to Your Parents — Or Other Adults
By: D’Arcy Lyness, Ph.D., KidsHealth, February 2015
Pick a Good Time to Talk
Approach your parent when he or she isn’t busy with something else. Ask, “Can we talk? Is now a
good time?” Driving in the car or going for a walk can be great opportunities to talk. If it’s hard to
find a good time, say, “I need to talk to you. When is a good time?”
Difficult conversations benefit from good planning. Think ahead about what you want to say or
ask. Write down the most important ideas if you need to.

Consider Talking to One Parent
If it’s difficult to bring up a touchy topic like sex, discuss it with the parent you feel most
comfortable and open with.

Pick Your Battles
Conversations always go better when they don’t become fights. “If everything is a crisis or battle,
you and your parents will get ‘battle fatigue,’” McCoy says. “If you go along with their limits most
of the time, then ask for an exception -- to stay out later or do something new, for example -- you
have a much better chance of having them say ‘yes.’”

Notes
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Group 5 Article: Talking to Your Parents — Or Other Adults
By: D’Arcy Lyness, Ph.D., KidsHealth, February 2015
How to Talk So Parents Will Listen
As most of us know, talking and listening don’t go smoothly every time. Emotions and past
experiences can get in the way.
Will parents take you seriously, believe what you say, listen to and respect your opinions, and hear
you out without interrupting? A lot depends on your parent. Some parents are easy to talk to,
some are great listeners, and some are harder to approach.
But some of what happens depends on you, too. Since communication is a two-way street, the
way you talk can influence how well a parent listens and understands you.
So here are some guidelines to consider when talking to parents:
• Be clear and direct. Be as clear as you can about what you think, feel, and want. Give details
that can help parents understand your situation. They can listen better or be more helpful if
they understand what you mean and what’s really going on.
• Be honest. If you’re always honest, a parent will be likely to believe what you say. If you
sometimes hide the truth or add too much drama, parents will have a harder time believing
what you tell them. If you lie, they’ll find it hard to trust you.
• Try to understand their point of view. If you have a disagreement, can you see your parents’
side? If you can, say so. Telling parents you understand their views and feelings helps them be
willing to see yours, too.
• Try not to argue or whine. Using a tone that’s friendly and respectful makes it more likely
parents will listen and take what you say seriously. It also makes it more likely that they’ll
talk to you in the same way. Of course, this is hard for any of us (adults included) when we’re
feeling heated about something. If you think your emotions might get the better of you, do
something to blow off steam before talking: Go for a run. Cry. Hit your pillow. Do whatever it
takes to sound calm when you need to.

Notes
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Group 6 Article: Talking to Your Parents — Or Other Adults
By: D’Arcy Lyness, Ph.D., KidsHealth, February 2015
What If Talking to Parents Doesn’t Work?
• Your parents won’t always see things your way and they won’t always say yes to what you ask.
They might listen respectfully, understand your point of view, and do everything you need
except say yes. It can be hard to take no for an answer. But gracefully accepting a no can
help you get more yeses in the future.
• What if it’s more than just saying no to something, though? What if you really need your
parents to be there for you but they can’t? Some parents have troubles of their own. Others
just can’t be available in the ways their kids need and deserve. Others have a hard time being
flexible.
• If you can’t talk to your parent, seek out other adults you can trust. Find a relative, a teacher, or
a counselor who will listen, understand, encourage, believe in you, and care. Then follow all the
tips above to get the most from your conversation with that person.
• Acting respectfully demonstrates maturity. Parents are more likely to think of their children as
grown up (and, as a result, capable of making more important decisions) when they see them
acting maturely. Give these tips a try and you’ll come across that way — maybe even more
mature than your parents!

Notes
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Activity: “The Thing Is…”
Grade Level: High School
Name

Your Group #

Write what you consider the most important thing from each group’s presentation about what to remember
when having a conversation with parents.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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